VGB Art Privilege Card
With this card you are entitled to a number of benefits from VGB Art.
1. All purchases you make both online and instore from VGB Art are converted to points (1 point
per €1). On reaching a 100 points you will receive a € 5 voucher to be used on products from the
Art shop. Reconciliation of points accumulated is done every 2 months and € 5 vouchers are sent
by post accordingly. If you wish your voucher to be redeemed online, simply let us know and
they will be set-up as online coupons.
2. As a loyal customer, we love remembering you on your birthday and always try to send a small
gift.
3. You will receive our periodic newsletter so that you will be the first to know about special offers,
new products and events.
4. You will benefit from reduced rates on rental of easels.
5. You may make use of our art studio space at beneficial rates.

To join the VGB Art Privilege scheme, simply register your account on our website
www.vgbart.com.mt. You will immediately receive an activation link by email and once activated
all details are updated to our system and points will start to accumulate for both instore and online
orders. Online orders are automatically registered on your account. To accumulate points when
shopping direct from the Art Shop, simply give us your name and we will add your order value to
your account. It’s important to avoid creating more than one account as your points will be split
accordingly.
Should you have any queries in relation to the above scheme, simply send an email to
online@vgb.com.mt and we will answer you as quickly as possible.
By providing personal data and activating your account, you are giving your consent to VGB to process
this data for administration & to facilitate communications via email, phone or otherwise. VGB will
not share your personal data with any other companies or individuals or process it for any purposes
other than those indicated above. Should you wish to unsubscribe, simply hit Unsubscribe when
receiving our email communications.

